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SARDIN IA SAILING CUP

The Italian Sailing Federation proposes a great international event with an innovative 
format that promotes the sailing of the future and consolidates Cagliari and Sardinia as 
the capital of Sailing, as many as 3 appointments in a single "Big Event" distributed from 
October to December 2023!
The expression of modern disciplines that make use of FOILS, now well known thanks to 
their use in Americas Cup and SailGP boats, as well as a very important event that 
includes the Parasail Academy to promote sailing at 360° by focusing on sailing inclusivity 
and competition in regattas.
The Opening of the Sardinia Sailing Cup starts with the Wingfoil World Cup, recognized by 
World Sailing as a Special Event, the pro-tour that assigns the title of World Champion in 
the new discipline of WINGFOIL arrives for the first time in Sardinia, in Cagliari.
Many athletes from all over the world representing all continents will compete in the 
waters of the poetto using their foilboards. There will be several race routes, including 
the long distance and marathon along the coast ensuring a unique spectacle for 
spectators.
An opportunity with a lot of visibility to the host city, after seeing the tour land in 
Thailand, Abu Dhabi, Colombia, Puerto Rico, Greece, Switzerland and Brazil, it's time for 
Sardinia.
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Sardinia Sailing Cup continues with the trophy and the creation as a HUB of the first international 
Parasail Academy with the partnership of the international sailing federation, World Sailing.
An international event that promotes the sport of inclusive sailing, with the aim of bringing sailors to the 
highest level for future participation in continental and world championships with Hansa303 boats.
It ends with the FINAL stage of the SSC in December from 18 to 23 with the Foil Academy International 
Trophy, part of the Next Generation project powered by Luna Rossa. The athletes will be chosen to 
represent many national teams to compete in a format of Round Robin challenges, with the super finals 
for the top sailors on the last day, both for the Waszp and IQFoil disciplines, while there will also be a 
special Expression & Slalom show case of WingFoil with world-class athletes.
Come and get your chance to win the last event of the year!!
Foil Academy International Trophy
The set of disciplines that attract young people, challenges with groups and heats on short courses, 
using the different types of boats, Waszp, IQFoil, Wingfoil.

The Teams compete for the international trophy both in singles and teams.
Get your Challenge!
Come and get your chance to win the last event of the year!!!
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SARDINIASAILINGCUP - Village

The Village will be built for the Final act of the Foil Academy Trophy at 
the FIV Federal Center, Molo Ichnusa in Cagliari.  It will be open every 
day for the duration of the events, full of activities and events that 
animate and see the participation of the city of Cagliari and the 
passionate tourists who will be present.



SARDINIASAILINGCUP - the Final

The Italian Sailing Federation has been supporting important events and activities in Cagliari for 
some time, also having the federal Olympic preparation center based on the Ichnusa Pier, as well as 
many activities in the Marina Piccola area with its affiliates. 
the SSC Project will sanction a strong union between the FIV and the territory, guaranteeing world-
class events every year spread over the long term

The Grand Fine Program
18 December/23 December Opening of the 
Mega Village Arrival of athletes and teams
Ceremony for the opening of the event Trial 
Regattas
Official regattas
Social program on stage
Start of the Final Races
Closing ceremony and awards ceremony on 
stage
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